Reimagine Human.

But your ideas could lead to a solution.

Course Name: Humanizing Digital Culture
HUL/AME/FIS 494 and HUL/AME/HSD 598
Instructional Team: Diana Ayton-Shenker and Timothy Summers
Dates offered: 8/19/2021 - 10/11/2021
i-course

What does it mean to be human in a digital world? How does digital identity determine how we relate to each other and the planet? How do we define and demonstrate human identity now and in the future?

WHAT WILL WE DO?
Hands-on experiments with cutting edge digital culture platforms. Experience immersive digital art installations/environments and virtual realities.

HOW WILL WE DO IT?
We will apply the 5Cs of Creativity - Content generation, Communication, Collaboration, Critique and Contemplation - to our individual and collective experience of digital life.

WHAT WILL BE THE OUTCOME?
Create and produce original responses to humanize digital technologies. Outcomes will be featured on diverse Leonardo media platforms.

• Reimagine human identity within this digital world.
• Work with one of the world’s leading hackers and visionary of digital horizons.
• Work with CEO of world’s leading global network of ArtScienceTechnology not to mention a leader of social enterprise and an enterprising think tank.
• Road test and drive breakthrough technologies and digital arts.
• Make a difference here at ASU and beyond by helping define how we humanize digital culture
• Earn HU credit (pending). Barrett students earn HON credit. CISA students may apply for capstone credit. FIS students can earn capstone credit.
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